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FOREWORD

The Regents 1972 Planning Bulletin sets the framework within
which the three sectors of higher education State University, City
University, and the private institutions are requested to formulate
their respective plans for future development. The Planning Bulle-
tin gives the goals and priorities that the Regents consider to be the
major statewide concerns for post-secondary education in the years
ahead. Institutions developing master plans to be submitted for re-
view by the Regents for possible incorporation into the Regents 1972
Statewide Plan should address themselves to these concerns.

This planning document represents the combined efforts of many
groups: educators, local and state government officials, special iuter-
est groups, students, and New York citizens at large. It is subject
to continuous review, and I invite everyone who reads this document
to feel free to make suggestions for its improvement to me and my
staff. Your continued help needed for the formulation of a real-
istic and workpble plan within which education beyond high schoo:
will be encouraged to develop and grow in the cleririP ahead.

President of the University and
Commissioner of Education
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PLANNING BULLETIN, 1972:
Higher Education

Introduction

The Regents, at this time, wish to make known to the institutions
of higher education what they consider to be the major issues of con-
cern to higher education in the years aheld. These issues, as set
forth in this bulletin, are intended to guide institutions as they plan
higher educational experiences for persons who are high school grad-
uates (or those possessing equivalent experience) and those who
have further education.

Although the emphasis of this bulletin is on planning in higher edu-
cation, the Regents urge other agencies engaged in education beyond
the high school to respond to the concerns expressed here. Proprie-
tary institutions, trade and technical institutes, sponsors of apprentice-
ship programs, anc similar organizations, as well as collegiate-type
institutions are urged to involve themselves in the development of
the Regents 1972 Statewide Plan because the education of the citizens
of the State is a continuous process, ranging from prekindergarten
through post-doctoral studies. The participation of agencies not
engaged in formal instructional programs such as libraries, museums,
historical societies, and others, will be particularly welcomed. All
el.ements affecting post-secondary education must be recognized at
their true value and be included in the development of a statewide
plan.

The issuance of this bulletin is in keeping with the education law
which requires the Regents, every 4 years, to formulate a Statewide
Plan for the Expansion and Development of Higher Education, in-
corporating the master plans of the State and City Universities. The
law also requires that the Regents take into consideration, as they
formulate their plan, " ... that historical development of higher ed-
ucation in the State which has been accomplished through the estab-
lishment and encouragement of private institutions." Furthermore,
the legislation authorizing State aid for certain nonpublic institutions
of higher learning requires that each institution applying for aid sub-
mit to the Commissioner of Education its " present and contetaplated
futzire programs, curricula and facilities . .. its long-range plans,
and its progress in implementing such plans." This bulletin is also
a request to each private college and university which is a member
of the Commission on Independent Colleges and Universities to de-
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velop and submit a master plan to that organization. Private insti-
tutiors which do not belong to the Commission, as well as other post-
secondary educational agencies desiring to be inciuded in the planning
process, should submit their plans to the Commissioner of Education.
These plans, after consolidation and transmission to the Regents, will
be reviewed, analyzed, and incorporated into the Regents 1972 State-
wide Plan.

This 1972 planning bulletit is the guide for the development of
1972 master plan development by all institutions of higher education.
Every educational agency is encouraged to respond to the concerns
expressed.

Definition of Terms Used
The Regents have set their planning framework for the develop-

ment of the 1972 Statewide Plan to go from the general to the spe-
cific. For that reason, descriptions of the terms " purpose," " goals,"
and " objectives," as they are used in this document, are provided.

The purposes of higher education presented herein express the en-
during aspirations of society and provide the departure point for the
goals. The goals state desirable conditions that are sought. They
are couched in broad, qualitative terms, identifying functional areas
of interest. It is recognized that goals may be only partially attain-
able; that they may exceed our society's ability to reach them; and
that, at any given time, they may have to be limited or deferred.

Objectives are specific ends to be achieved in the functional area
of the goal which each is designed to support. The Statewide Plan
which will be developed over the next 18 months, based on this plan-
ning bulletin, will recommend the adoption of certain objectives for
higher education to the Governor.

In the Planning Bulletin only the purpose and goals of higher edu-
cation are presented. The objectives will be presented in the 1972
Plan along with recommended courses of action.

Organization of the 1972 Planning Bulletin
Part I of this bulletin sets forth a statement of purpose and goals

for higher education into the 1980's; part II identifies and describes
priority concerns of higher education as seen by the Regents;
part III explains the statewide planning process. Ti." bulletin con
eludes with a bibliography of materials concerning the current status
and role of higher education in society, along with statistical refer-
ences that describe significant features of the higher education com-
munity, the economy, and the population.
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Part I HIGHER EDUCATION
PURPOSES AND GOALS

A. PURPOSES

To provide lifelong higher and professional educational opportu-
nities and programs for all those in the State wishing to pursue them.

To meet the needs of society for an educated citizenry, for trained
personnel, and for research and community services.

B. GOALS

1. Equilization of Educational Opportunities
An equalized opportunity for entry into higher education for all

those who are high school graduates or those possessing equivalent
experience.

Rationale

Equality of opportunity has been a basic principle of this nation
from its inception and, over the years, enacted legislation a td changed
social values have clarified the concept of equality. Former barriers
to equal access to higher education such as those of creed, race, sex,
or national origin are rapidly disappearing. The major remaining
barrier is economic, i.e., the lack of sufficient means to obtain higher
education.

The principal problem in eliminating this barrier is the diversity
of views regarding the financing of higher education. At one erd
of the spectrum are those who hold that education beyond high schc
should be pursued at the individual's own expense. Those in the
middle propose a formula based on the ability to pay. At the other
end are those who hold that higher education should be available
to all to the extent that at, individual may be capable of profiting
from it.

2. A Comprehensive System of Higher Education

A range of higher education institutions and agencies sufficient
in number and diversity to provide the levels, types, and quality of
academic and professional programs which will meet the requirements
of those who wish to participate in such programs.

'3
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Rationale

The range of programs necessary to satisfy the aspirations of many
people must of necessity be exceedingly broad. There must be the
opportunity for high school graduates (or those possessing equivalent
experience) to pursue collegiate and higher continuing education pro-
grams to the limits of their capacities and their motivations to learn.
This means, therefore, that the State must have available a system
of higher education that will allow individual choices. The system
must also provide for easy vertical and lateral mobility among and
within different categories of post-secondary educational opportu-
nities. The opportunity for education should be available through-
oat the adult life of each individual. Learning needs continue, and
the availability of programs to meet these needs should coincide with
those continuing requirements.

3. Excellence in the Pursuit of Knowledge
A higher educational system that supports an atmosphere of inquiry

conducive to the systematic search for knowledge and a quality of
achievement of the highest caiber in whatever area studied.

Rationale
During the past decade, with the massive expansion of numbers

in higher education, many have expressed concern that there has been
a deterioration in the quality of programs, a weakening of the educa-
tional process, and a dilution of the significance of the degrees. Quan-
tity need not create such conditions, and it is for this reason that a
rededication to excellence is essential. Inherent in all activities of
higher education should be a devotion to the best in every program.
For the individual this means that whether his program be advanced
academic, or short-term vocational in nature, the system has done
less than its duty if it has not attempted to bring him to his maximum
level of development. But more than individual achievement is re-
quired. Both student and teacher must constantly strive to push
back limits, to search for new knowledge, for new understanding, in
order that the learning process not stagnate.

4. Meeting the Educational Needs of Society
A meshing of the students' aspirations and abilities for higher ed-

ucation, the availability of academic and professional programs, and
the needs of society as manifested by career opportunities.

[4]
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Rationale

Any educational system is created to preserve, extend, and impart,
even while it constantly appraises, the values of the society that cre-
ated it. Society makes clear in many ways the careers, professions,
skills, and technologies that it particularly values and rewards. It is
important that a system of higher education provide opportunities
for students to choose and pursue studies necessary to qualify them
to enter into and succeed in those vocations, occupations, and pro-
fessions necessary to perpetuate and rejuvenate the social order.
This does not imply that individual educational desires are secondary
in a free society. It does mean that the manpower needs of a free
society must be considered and met. Manpower demands vary, fre-
quently with startling rapidity, in the post-industrial society. The
educational system that can provide immediate, short-term programs
to meet particular, suddenly arising needs must always devote itself
primarily to the basic principles, skills, knowledge, and understand-
ing that underlie eventual job success and that will bring the individ-
ual to the highest level of self-realization.

5. A System Responsive to Community Needs

An integration of the capabilities of higher education with the
needs and aspirations of the communities in which the particular in-
stitution exists.

Rationale

For niany years, the traditional role of the university has been
defined as " instruction, research, and extension of public service."
The role of post-secondary education in public service has long been
debated and a variety of conclusions reached. Institutions have been
committed to conduct research that meets national needs and to offer
various types of specialized instruction and counseling in their own
communities. With the newer types of institutions community
colleges, urban centers, cooperative college centers, etc. a greater.
dedication to, and involvement in, the community is called for, with
a defined role for each institution. However, in fulfilling this com-
mitment, institutions of higher education should exercise great care
about the extent to which they become the agents of direct social
change. They may serve as forums to discuss the desirability of
change, but their instructional and research functions are paramount
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and should not be jeopardized in the quest for relevance. The re-
sults of their teaching and research may properly be applied by those
agents charged with community development and operation.

C. RESOURCES

Constant effort must be expended if the goals defined elove are
to be approached. In order to have post-secondary education avail-
able to all, to provide a system sufficiently diverse and rich to match
the desires of those who wish to use it, to educate and train individuals
for economic and social well being, to strive for excellence of per-
formance and the extension of knowledge, and to use institutional
capabilities for community improvement, society must provide ade-
quate manpower, facilities, and fiscal resources. Individuals must
contribute energy, time, and funds (through taxes and donations),
and must commit themselves to the ideal of the system as described
if they are to realize the benefits of higher education. The system
will not serve the best interests of the individual and of society unless
such support is provided.

Conversely, the institutions are responsible for ensuring that, once
such support has been extended, it is expended with the most sensi-
tive regard for efficiency and economy. Coordination must be exer-
cised through the planning process to make certain that only those
new institutions and new programs for which there is a carefully
demonstrated need are established, and that existing institutions and
programs will be operated with a goal of continual improvement of
managerial effectiveness.

[6]
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Part II PRIORITY CONCERNS
The Regents have identified 11 concerns to which all institutions

of higher educatioa are requested to address themselves in preparing
their plans in acmrclance with their own objectives, traditions, and
resources. These ma:/ not be the issues of greatest concern to a given
coll-oe, but are the concerns which, in the aggregate, are of the
greatest importance to the statewide system. The concerns are not
ranked in priority order, but are generally arranged to relate to the
goals for higher education.

1. HMHER EDUCATION AS A LIFELONG OPPORTUNITY
Education is an activity limited by neither time nor achievement.

This means that age does not determine th.:, time when a person
needs to be admitted to a higher institution, either in terms of pur-
suing a formal degree or of studying certain subject or several sub-
jects. In the future a more diverse population will be seeking the
services of higher education. It may include the professional who
must keep abreast of developments in his field, the housewife who
may wish certain courses for her own satisfaction, or the businessman
who would like to broaden his background in his occupation or in
allied fields. At various times in the life of the individual, the demand
for such opportunities will be made upon our colleges and univer-
sities. Perhaps none of the persons cited in the examples may be
intere. ..od in a degree; nevertheless, they must be planned for with
as much care as any full-time degree candidate. Education is not,
and never can be, a terminal activity.

All higher education institutions are requested to consider, con-
sistent with their own goals and objectives, their admission and re-
admission policies to provide opportunities for as many citizens as
may require their services. These opportunities should be provided
whether citizens intend to pursue a single course of study or several
courses of study, regardless of whether previous academic work was
taken at the institution offering the courses or at another institution,
regardless of the time interval since the candidate last engaged in
formal study, and regardless of the goal of the individual.

The Regents request that institutions plan their programs so that
the needs of the entire mature population will be accommodated
within The University of the State of New York.
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2. HUMANISTIC VALUES IN A CHANGING SOCIETY

There is every indication that the shape of American society and
the general attitudes toward this society will be different in 1980
than in 1972. The futuristics of education foretell the need for re-
examining the knowledges, the attitudes, the skills, the principles,
and the facts which we have so long taught. They foretell the need
for rededicating the educational process to the development of hu-
manistic values in citizens. The changes in the boundaries of the
world in which we live and the new social demands for educational
relevancy all dictate that a careful reexamination be made of the
goals, the models, the methods, and techniques we use. In order to
achieve these humanistic values, the Regents perceive the need to
reexamine all curricula to ensure their relevance to the social condi-
tions of the times, to increase educational opportunities for a larger
numbPr of post-secondary students, and to prepare educational
workers equipped with the disposition, attitudes, and skills necessary
to effectuate the behavioral changes desired.

a. Open Admissions

In order to reach the greatest number of people at the optimal
time, the policy of Open Admissions which represents the oppor-
tunity for a high school graduate to pursue, immediately after grad-
uation, some form of post-secondary education if he chooses has
been adopted. The Regents reiteration of this concern is intended
to ensure that there is a total range of educational opportunities for
all high school graduates who can profit from and who desire addi-
tional educational experiences. The response to this concern may
well call for a reexamination of criteria for admissions, as well as
the reexamination of curricular offerings urged above.

The Regents urge all institutions to reexamine and clearly describe
their admissions' practices in terms of both the institution's own goals
and objectives and their relevance to social and individual needs.

b. Curriculum Relevancy

The very objectives and content of the curriculum must be re-
evaluated. After ;."ni3 reexamination, new modes of teaching must
be developed, modes that are more relevant to the life-style of those
who live in this dynamic and ever-changing social order. This de-
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mand for change in the educational process results from the or,.ush
of change that is taking place today all over the world. All must find
a way to live in and adjust comfortably to ibis world of change; all
must be guided in these experiences; and all must establish a life-
style compatible with the social order in which we live.

The demand for curricul,.'m change, of course, is found first in
the societal conditions that emerge; second, in the challenges that
are made regarding the worthwhileness of the educational patterns
being used; and, third, in the tools available as a result of new tech-
nology. Colleges and universities must themselves become micro-
cosms of the world they wish to create. They must provide relevant
learning experiences, and they must test new approaches to teaching
and learning.

c. Teacher Education

The content of a post-secondary student's study becomes shaped,
in part, by the goals he seeks whether they be occupational or per-
sonal. His program of study becomes effective to the degree that
the curriculum, formal or informal, is relevant to his goals. While
it is appropriate to comment on the formal curricular elements in
teacher education, it is equally important to note that the total ex-
perience of the prospective teacher be supplemented and comple-
mented by direct experiences such as tutorial assignments, internships,
camp counseling, or other activities. Formal professional study
should provide the rational base for understanding the life of teaching
and learning. Without significant and critical field experience, how-
ever, such formal study is insufficient.

In the evaluation and preparation of teachers, the Regents expect
programs to be competency-bassx1 and field-centered. Programs
should identify functions to be performed by teachers in particular
field settings, behaviors acceptable as evidence of the ability of the
teachers to perform, and indicators that the teacher education pro-
gram leads to such ability. Varying forms of the field-centered
approach can be anticipated but local school and community involve-
ment with higher institutions in planning, implementing, and evalu-
ating is a minimum expectation.

The Regents, therefore, expect all institutions to develop their
programs for teacher education with a field-centered and competency-
based orientation.

[9]



3. ECONOMICS AND FINANCING OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Higher education is a major economic factor in the State, both as
a consumer and as a producer. While there is little dispute about its
being a large consumer, today many argue that it is too large, con-
suming more of the resources of the State than it is returning. For
years it has been accepted that higher education has been the basis
for the economic development of the nation, and has been means
for the economic self-improvement of individuals. Now both these
accepted beliefs are being challenged. To meet these challenges, it
is the responsibility of the Regents tc enslire that higher education
be able to identify and measure it. product. Through concerted
effort, quantifiable measures al' the output of higher education must
be developed and used to assess objectively the results of expenditures
made.

The Regents are pursuing their efforts to develop a planning infor-
mation system that will be capable of providing such measures. These
efforts involve the cooperation of other State agencies and require
the institutions involved to make careful adjustments of their man-
agement practices, including stricter budgeting procedures and long-
range fiscal planning.

In order for institutions to engage in long-range fiscal planning,
consideration must be given to the existing methods of financing
higher education and to possible alternatives The community col-
leges and the City University now are financed by tuition and a com-
bination of State and local tax levy funds. The State University
dependE on State funds; and the nonsectarian private institutions are
funded through varying combinations of tuition, gifts, grants, endow-
ment income, and State funds in the form of unrestricted aid for
operating expenses and categorical aid for particular programs. The
sectarian institutions have the same sources of income except for the
unrestricted State funds. The problems of the above methods are
well known to all: local taxes are at levels which are leading to tax-
payer revolts; New York State taxes are already the highest in the
country; tuition charges are escalating to a point which soon only
the most affluent will be able to bear; and philanthropic sources have
been adversely affected by recent economic conditions. In addition
to better management practices to utilize existing funds more effec-
tively, all concerned with the financing of higher education elected
officials, institutional governing boards and managers, faculty, stu-
dents and their parents, taxpayers must consider alternative modes

[101
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of financing. Among other posEibilities are increased Federal fund-
ing, particularly through student aid programs and revenue sharing;
raising tuition to cover full costs concomitant with greatly increased
State student financial aid; and granting both tax exemptions for
college expenses and tax credits for gifts.

The concern expressed in previous reports by the Regents about
the financial condition of colleges and universities has reached the
point where it must be considered a potential crisis. Studies in New
York State, reports of the Carnegie Commission, and the investiga-
tion of the American Association of Colleges all point to a worsening
financial condition in both public and private institutions of the nation
with many private institutions in particularly difficult straits.

The Regents, therefore, wish to call to the attention of the insti-
tutions of the State the utmost importance of their conducting detailed
investigations of their financial strengths and weaknesses, developing
plans to meet financial problems, and weighing possible developments
against anticipated resources.

4. FINANCIAL AID TO STUDENTS

The Regents have adopted a policy that no student should be
denied access to higher education at an institution of his choice solely
on the basis of his financial condition. Further, they believe that
any person should be able to pursue studies of a post-secondary
nature so long as he is able to profit from them. Such a statement
has far-reaching implications for a student financial aid policy. The
concepts set forth in Freedom to Pursue a College Education form
the basis for the Regents program. The schedules for need estab-
lished in 1967 require reexamination now. There must be a new
look at the concept of foregone income in the case of students from
extreme poverty backgrounds. The needs of part-time students must
be recognized, as well as those of full-time students, and provision
made for assistance to them. Also, the implications of the recent
enfranchisement of 18-year-olds must be considered in relation to
welfare programs. This enfranchisement will require a careful exam-
ination of the entire concept of welfare as related to withdrawal from
the work force, higher education, and the rights of individuals to any
of these.

The Regvts, therefore, urge all institutions to make basic exam-
inations of their scholarship policies, particularly the use of non-
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restricted funds for student aid purposes and, in light of the changing
social climate, to suggest to the Regents the most appropriate forms
for student aid.

5. VERTICAL AND LATERAL MOBILITY IN THE
EDUCATIONAL CONTINUUM

The educational continuum provides for a smooth, ui_ ward flow
until the completion of high school. Transition from one level to the
next is comparatively simple until the student enters a post-secondary
institution. At that point, institutions taking a heterogeneous fresh-
man class must be prepared to ease the shock of entry. Screening
devices that will place the student at the proper academic level must
be employed. True recognition must be given not only to what a
particular student may not know, a problem requiring remedial help,
but also to what he may know, a situation requiring a liberal advanced
placement policy. Besides the academic dislocation experienced at
this point, many students are having their first freedom from home.
The adaption to a new life-style can augment the academic adjust-
ments and should be taken into account. This is not to say that
institutions should adopt a rigid stance, in loco parentis, but that
they should take account of individual needs.

In addition to the problems of the rew freshman, a broader popula-
tion must be considered. The older student (of advanced standing,
of delayed entry, or returning for continuing work) must be served.
In a rapid'y changing society, the occupational objectives of a student
may not remain fixed as he progresses through the educational pro-
gram. Thus, greater flexibility in moving from one specialization
to another must be afforded by institutions if they are to be responsive
to the needs of students. Such a policy will no doubt involve changes
regarding the completion of certain course offerings, but this can
be accomplished with an improvement in the educational program.
Because many students, particularly 2-year college students, reassess
their educational plans after receipt of a degree, higher institutions
must be willing to consider students for advanced degree programs
after a lapse of time, and with an appreciation for both previous
formal schooling and experience gained through other paths. Higher
education institutions are urged to be flexible when evaluating aca-
demic work completed at other post-secondary institutions, such as
proprietary and trade schools. Many programs of these types exist
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in this State, and recognition should be granted them. A review of
performance and experience may prove more useful in this regard
than a review of academic records.

The Regents urge all institutions to examine their admissions
policies, potential student body, and curricula in order to obtain the
best educational program for each individual. They are concerned
that students and institutions match each others expectations and
aspirations. Through conscious planning, careful description, nnd
close working relationship with its feeder schools, the institution can
make its aspirations known to the student. In order that the Regents
may be assured that a full range of opportunities will be available,
they request that all institutions inform them of their plans for the
numbers of students to be admitted annually to 1980, and of the
criteria to be used in their selection.

6. THE GOVERNANCE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

The governance of higher education is a major issue because it is
through the governing board that the basic purpose, goals, and ob-
jectives of an institution are determined. Only when 'nstitutional
governance and management are operating soundly may the Regents
be satisfied that the total educational resources of the State are avail-
able for use. In addition, the wave of unrest that swept over the
college campuses in the late sixties raised questions concerning gov-
ernance at both the institutional and statewide levels.

The two principal questions are: (1) how will higher education be
governed? and (2) by whom will it be governed?

It is obvious that no single answer to either question will be appli-
cable to all New York institutions of higher learning because of their
diversity. The private institutions have different problems than do
the public, but the internal relations of faculty, students, and admin-
istration are essentially the same on any campus. Therefore, the
inclusion of a statement on governance in the responses mace by the
institutions to the Planning Bulletin will provide a fund of informa-
tion that will aid all institutions as they develop methods and pro-
cedures for the more effective governance of their institutions.

The issue of rights and responsibilities as determined through
power-sharing is a major part of the governance issue. The increasing
activity of faculty members in the area of collective bargaining is a
case in point. The right to bargain crillectively for salaries, working
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conditions, and fringe benefits will have new and unprecedented im-
pacts on institutional governing policies and financing, and must be
planned for with great care.

Because any successful form of governance is based or, the art of
compromise, it is necessary that mechanisms be created to encourage
communication among and between the various groups that make
up the campus community. Here, the governance issues of academic
freedom, tenure, and the meaning of enfranchisement of students at
18 couk be discussed and debated by faculty, administrators, stu-
dents, and the lay public.

The Regents request that all institutions carefully and dispassion-
ately examine the nature of their present structure and deliberately
plan for any changes required to carry out their institutional purposes.
This is a most delicate and difficult planning exercise, but it is also
most important.

7. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPLEMENTARY
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

The University of the State of New York comprises the total formal
educational structure of the State. The legislated participation in the
planning process of the institutions of higher education presupposes
cooperative endeavor. The concept of a statewide plan for higher
education requires that institutions cooperate in order that the Regents
policies may be implemented.

Interinstitutional cooperation takes place at many levels. It occurs
when institutions accept transfer credit for courses, exchange students,
jointly appoint faculty, and integrate procurement and purchasing
functions. AlI such arrangements, when they contribute to the effec-
tiveness of the institution, are desirable. It is not suggested that
cooperation is an easy way to effect economies. There usually are
expenses connected with interinstitutional ventures, expenses which
show little return for long periods of time. The Regents believe,
however, that more effective educational practices may be achieved
through cooperative efforts.

The Regents concern in this area is that there is not enough of a
conscious search for ways to cooperate more effectively. Any time
an institution thinks of doing something new, it is essential that it do
so with regard for other colleges and universities. From this concern
should come such questions as: With whom can we do this?; Who
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can help us, and whom can we help?; Can we, together, do this more
effectively? Regional relations among institutions may take on in-
creased importance, and institutions should consider the programs
and relationships that would enrich their educational offerings. This
is especially important in the introduction of new programs. An ex-
tension beyond the regional grouping is also suggested for institutions
offering professional programs, so that these programs may be dupli-
cated only with the fill knowledge of all concerned.

The Regents request that all institutions consider such possibilities
as they formulate their plans. The Regents stand ready to assist and
advise in cooperative ventures and hope to entertain far-reaching
proposals affecting the very structure of the existing system.

8. DELIVERY SYSTEMS FOR THE TEACHING/LEARNING
PROCESS

The Regents concern in this area is twofold: one, that increased
recognition be given to individual differences, and two, that greater
utilization be made of the technological aids and devices in the in-
structional process. This concern is based on the knowledge that one
of the major changes in higher education will be in the increased
diversity of the student body. The diversity will be evident in a
numl er of areas in the type and level of preparation and in the
abilities and skills to pursue the desired program. To provide an
opportunity for success, rather than the mere opportunity to try,
individualized programs and flexible, meaningful measures of achieve-
ment must be developed. These, in turn, may call for a reconstructing
of traditional patterns of attendance which, depending upon the par-
ticular situation, could result in a shortening or lengthening of the
time involved. In essence, this should be considered the elimination
of he lockstep for all students.

a. The External Degree

The external degree that has been proposed by the Regents repre-
sents a recognition of the possibilities for noncampus study. Com-
binations of independent study, work experience, access to library
rezources, talk-back television, and other remote instructional devices
present prospects for the further development of this concept. Among
other possibilities to be investigated here are tailored programs that
will permit a student to complete his baccalaureate studies in as few
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or as many years as may be appropriate. In addition, the Regents
will welcome suggestions for restructuring graduate and professional
programs.

b. Technological Aids and Devices

In order to achieve such diversified programs, the Regents have
urged all institutions to experiment boldly with new procedures and
technological devices designed to assist in the teaching skill learning
process, and especially with those devices that may provide greater
opportunities for individualized instruction and study. It is essential
that this perspective on the role of technology in education be con-
tinued and expanded. Equipment must be adapted and/or developed
for application to accepted instructional purposes, and not vice versa.

The Regents recognize that past applications of equipment to edu-
cation have not always lived up to expectations. Research and
experience indicate that certain preconditions must exist before tech-
nology can be used effectively and economicaPy. First, institutions
must be able to relate these systems to accepted educational goals
and, more specifically, to the instructional objectives of particular
courses and disciplines. Second, potential users must have the capa-
city to purchase and/or produce the materials (" software ") required
to meet their objectives. Most important, the institutions must have
available personnel who have been prepared in methods of relating
technology to teaching and learning. Personnel must be able to ac-
quire needed program materials to develop specifications for equip-
ment and facilities, and to evaluate the impact of the entire operation.

c. The Role of the Library
The effective use of instructional technology for individualized

instruction calls for an information retrieval and dissemination sys-
tem that goes far beyond the traditional concept of a library. The
library is no longer a mere depository of books; it has become a total
learning environment in which print, sound, and image merge into
sources of information for study and research. Further, it is a basic
policy of the Regents that every library should be an active member
of the Reference and Research Library Resources Program, which
facilitates the exchange of materials through interlibrary loans. The
library should have the capability to store, retrieve, and deliver all
its media to other libraries and to individuals located at a distance
from the physical facility itself.
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The blending of the demands for individual programs and the
expanded role of the library raises certain requirements for planning
for future libraries. Facilities, in addition to having stack space, reader
positions, and administrative areas, must be designed for easy addi-
tion of electronic circuitry for communications, computerized retrieval
systems, and production facilities.

The Regents request that all institutions plan for wider oppor-
tunities for individual learning, for the effective use of new instruc-
tional technologies, and for an availability of resources to all in the
instructional process. They will welcome the suggestions and pro-
posals of the institutions.

9. THE ROLE OF RESEARCH

A number of important questions surround the general issue of the
role research in higher education. Naturally, not all institutions
are involved in research programs to the same extent as others. Even
where a strong commitment to the research function has been made,
areas of specialization should be stressed in contrast to across-
the-board research. To the degree that they are pertinent, the fol-
lowing questions should be considered by institutions in developing
their research policies:

What priority should be given to the conduct of research in rela-
tion to the other main functions, i.e., teaching and public service?
This question becomes a particularly sensitive one given the view
advanced by some that colleges and universities have encouraged, or
allowed, faculty to pursue research the detriment of teaching. The
question of the proper priority for research directly involves the
resources that colleges and universities plan to devote to its support.
However, it also involves the structure of incentives through which
faculty activity can be influenced, because the degree to which research
activities are taken into account in making decisions on tenure, pro-
motion, and salary is bound to affect the amount of research activity
on a campus.

How should colleges and universities respond to the current feeling
that they ought to engage in more " socially relevant " research?
Demands for such research come especially from those outside the
universities, including governmental officials and legislators, as well
as from some students and faculty. In many cases, such demands
represent specific positions; e.g., that defense-related research be
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replaced by research related to domestic problems such as environ-
mental decay and urban unrest. At issue here also are the relative
priorities for basic and applied research, the problems of avoiding
the distortion of research activities as a result of heavy dependence
on outside sources in the form of sponsored research, and the rela-
tive underfunding of other dis-iplines.

What general policies should colleges and universities adopt with
respect to sponsored research? For example, should they welcome
sponsored research of all kinds from whatever source of support, or
only sponsored research that meets certain criteria related to " worthi-
ness of purpose "?

The Regents request that all institutions examine their policies on
research and report in their plans on the role assigned to the research
function as well as on the sources and magnitude of support antici-
pated for such activities. In addition, institutions are urged to study
more carefully ways in which research experience may be increasingly
integrated with instruction at the undergraduate level. A rapproche-
ment of research and instruction would do much to enhance the
quality of instruction at all levels of higher education. Therefore,
the Regents urge that research policies be delineated carefully and
implemented with as much care as the actual experiments or investi-
gations of a particular project.

10. MANPOWER SHORTAGES AND SURPLUSES

The needs of society have always been a major consideration in
1.11': establishment of an educational program. Historically, the first
institutions in this country were founded to train young men for the
ministry and for teaching. The development of the land-grant col-
leges can be traced to a social need, as can the state university systems
that have appeared more recently.

The Regents do not believe that the manpower needs of society
should become the major concern of higher institutions. They empha-
size, however, that higher institutions have a responsibility, when con-
sidering the establishment of new programs or services, to take into
consideration the needs of society and the future demand for the
graduates of such programs.

There are, without doubt, many problems connected with man-
power planning, and the Regents are fully cognizant of them. The
1968 experience of identifying nursing, dentistry, medicine, engi-
neering, social work, and teaching as priority concerns is indicative
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of the difficulties encountered. There is now an apparent surplus
of teachers and engineers. The nature and structure of social welf arc
practice and education are being redefined, creating new levels and
types of practitioners. A similar development seems to be evolving in
the health professions, where new health care delivery systems are
calling for different levels of professional training.

The Regents are also cognizant of their responsibility regarding
the orderly expansion and development of higher education in New
York State. They are not proposing a " manpower-oriented educa-
tional system," but they are stating that manpower is an important
factor in determining the future direction of higher education. Pro-
posals to establish new programs, at whatever level, will be assessed
both in terms of the demands of society and in terms of the capacity
of existing programs to meet such demands. Likewise, the Regents
will propose new programs when it appears that existing programs
are inadequate to meet the needs of the State. The Regents concept
of the role of manpower in planning for higher education is limited
to the use of manpower data as criteria in the assessment of educa-
tional development; it does not include, and in a democratic society
can never mean, the arbitrary assignment c individuals to specific
vocations, whatever society's needs may be.

In terms of practical application, the State Education Department
looks to the State and Federal Departments of Labor, the Manpower
Resources Commission, the Health Planning Commission, and others
to provide current information with which decisions can be made
regarding educational development.

The Regents urge all institutions to consider career possibilities
for their students as they develop new programs or retain outmoded
programs. In addition, they suggest that counseling, advising, and
placement offices be carefully planned and adequately supported to
guide students to the best advantage of the individual and of society.

11. SPECIAL COMMUNITY SERVICES FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

The issue of the extent and nature of the role of colleges and uni-
versities in relation to the general community is being raised in many
quarters. At the e.r me, demands are made that they become
activist institutions, ,oregoing their traditional role of teaching,
research, and extension or public service. Without committing
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themselves to a direct " social action " role, colleges and universities
should consider a number of questions relating to their proper role
in their communities, i.e., local, state, national, and worldwide. These
questions relate both to choices regarding the direct commitment of
resources and to organizational changes, as well as to the structure
of incentives influencing faculty activity. The questions raised about
the nature of public service activities must be considered after a deci-
sion has been made on the relative roles of teaching and research.

To what degree should colleges and universities allow priorities for
research to be guided by the needs of the communitieQ of which
they are a part? It is recognized that this question involves the role
of research in higher education as well as the role of institutions of
higher education in providing community services. However, these
subjects are to some degree inseparable.

To what extent should colleges and universities make conscious
efforts to organize themselves to provide the optimum flow of expert
advice and assistance from their faculties to those in the relevant
communities? Recent studies have shown the considerable extent
to which all levels of government rely on scientists, engineers, social
scientists, and other experts from the campuses. However, they also
have pointed out existing, unfilled needs for such advice and assist-
ance by institutions and groups other than governments.

To what extent should colleges and universities make themselves
forums for community debate and discussion of public issues?
The academic community has long held to a nonpartisan position,
maintaining that all parties should be heard, but that the institutions
themselves should support none. Academic freedom, as it has been
known, cannot exist if this basic principle is violated. Here is the
great danger, and the great challenge of community involvement.

To what extent should colleges and universities involve themselves
in community problems through such devices as work-study programs
and faculty and student internships? This may be particularly perti-
nent to the municipal university and the school system that provides
the majority of the university's students.

The Regents expect that all institutions will plan consciously and
deliberately the nature and extent of their commitment to their com-
munities. Institutions of higher education are not ivory towers;
neither are they vehicles for instant cure of social problems. Each
college and university is properly located somewhere between the
two extremes; this placement should be a conscious one.
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Part III THE STATEWIDE PLANNING PROCESS
The planning process in New York is, in essence, the method that

has evolved to carry out the legislation (Chapter 388 of the Laws of
New York, 1961) that vested in the Regents the responsibility for
the preparation of a quadrennial Statewide Plan for the Expansion
and Development of Higher Education.

In New York, the Regents are responsible for planning. The State
University ana the City University are required to prepare master
plans for their constituent units and to submit these plans to the
Regents. The Regents must set the framework within which the
public universities prepare their master plans, and after review and
analysis, incorporate their plans into the Regents Statewide Plan.
In addition, the Regents take into consideration any plans that may
have been developed by private institutions and, together with the
master plans of the public universities, incorporate them into the
Regents Plan. Thus, the Regents Plan is comprehensive in that it
embodies the plans of both the public and private sectors, and, in
addition, states the Regents priorities and goals for all of higher edu-
cation. It is directed toward the realization of the total system of
higher education that best meets the interests and needs of the entire
State.

Planning is also a continuous activity. It consists of three parts:
(1) The establishment of goals; (2) The execution of research (this
part requires the clear delineation of problems, the establishment of
hypotheses or assumptions, the collection of data, the testing of
hypothesis, and the verification of data and generalizations from
them); and, (3) The making of decisions based upon value judgments.

Responsibility of the Regents

In preparing their Statewide Plan for the Expansion and Develop-
ment of Higher. Education, the Regents must

1. Attempt to foresee arising needs that are of statewide or
regional concern;

2. Call to the attention of all institutions of higher education in
the State the existence of such needs and invite appropriate
responses by means of the Master Plans of the State University
and the City University and by appropriate means chosen
by the private institutions;



3, Assess the responses contained in the Master Plans of the State
and City Universities and the responses of the private insti-
tutions;

4. Suggest to the appropriate institutions such new initiatives as
may be necessary to overcome any shortcomings noted in the
respective Master Plans;

5. Determire the extent and character of the overall need for
higher education, statewide and regionally, during the master-
planning period. Such determination specifically includes
the central preparation of projections of enrollment demand;

6. Prepare periodic estimates of high-level manpower needs as
guidelines for the expansion and development of graduate and
technical programs;

7. Assess the plans of the City University, the State University,
and the private institutions with respect to their adequacy
in meeting the indicated demands, as expressed in terms of
curricula, facilities, and admission policies;

8. Propose ways of overcoming such shortcomings in meeting
needs as may be discovered in the foregoing process;

9. Ascertain the apprcwimate cost of sustaining the needed level
of effort, expressed in terms of the annual operating expenses
and income for each of the 4th and 8th years of each master-
planning cycle and cumulative 8-year estimates of capital
outlays for the City University and the State University,
respectively, and for the private institutions collectively, and
thereupon issue a comprehensive statewide estimate of finan-
cial requirements on the basis of such information;

10. Help to resolve any conflicts of policy arising with respect
to jurisdiction, program expansion, and State funding among
and between the State University, the City University, and
the private institutions of higher education;

11. Encourage the private institutions, and assist them as needed,
in the development of coordinated planning of their expansion
and development so the needs of the private sector may be
taken fully into account in the development of the Statewide
Plan; and

12. Call to the attention of the Governor, the Legislature, and
other appropriate officials and official bodies, by means of the
Statewide Plan, any issues, with respect to the expansion
and development of higher education, that may require their
review and action.

Responsibility of the State University and the City University

The State Education Law outlines the responsibilities of the State
University and the City University with regard to the planning process.
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The Trustees of the State University and the Board of Higher Educa-
tion in the City of New York are charged to formulate and transmit
to the Regents long-range plans for the Universities' organization,
development, coordination, and expansion. These plans are to
include

a. Plans for new curricula;
b. Plans for new facilities;
c. Plans for changes in policy with respect to student admissions;
d. Potential student enrollments; and
e. Comments upon the Universities' relationships to other colleges

and universities, public and private, within the State.
The Regents understand these charges to be the responsibility of

public universities in the State to include in their Master Plans mffi-
cient detail and supporting data to permit the Regents to make an
informed appraisal of the adequacy of their Plans. In order for the
Regents to discharge their responsibility in the planning process, these
data must include not only program plans and estimates of the num-
bers of students to be served by the programs and facilities of the
universities, but also estimates of the cost of providing these proposed
services.

Responsibility of the Private Colleges and Universities

The Education Law charges the Regents, as part of the planning
process, to evaluate all available information with respect to the
private institutions' plans. The Regents are acutely aware of the need
to include the private sector of higher education in the statewide
rlanning process. However, since the State's private institutions are
independent entities, the Regents and the institutions have chosen to
rely upon the Commission on Independent Colleges and Universities
to develop and submit a consolidated planning document, incorporat-
ing the plans of each institution.
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